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What Does morning wood Mean? | Slang by kahicofifamu.tk
"Morning wood" is a slang term that refers to a person having
an erect penis when they wake up in the morning. Nocturnal
penile tumescence (NPT) is not a result of sexual arousal or
having a dream relating to sex. In fact, regular episodes of
NPT are a sign that the nerves and.
Morning Wood — What is Morning Wood
A morning erection that is naturally caused as the brains
enters the REM-deep sleep phase. At this stage, the body's
skeletal muscle structure relaxes and.
What Causes Morning Wood?
Morning wood, or as it's formally known, nocturnal penile
tumescence (NPT), is a common occurrence for many boys and
men. From time to time, men may wake.

Causes of Morning Erections in Men
Learn the strange history of morning wood and why regular
morning erections are so important to a man's health.
Seriously. If you're not getting.
Why Do Guys Get "Morning Wood?" - Impatient
“'Morning wood is absolutely a real thing, and it happens at
the exact same time you have to take a leak. Your choices are
either uncomfortably force it into.
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When you wake up and you have a giant boner or an erection for
more fair and fancy terms. Article Sources.
Occasionallywakingupwithoutanerectioniscompletelynormal.Amorninge
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Men typically have five nocturnal erections during an
eight-hour sleep cycle, with each erection lasting about 25
minutes.
Oneofthesetransmitters,norepinephrineisinvolvedinthecontroloferec
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